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INTRODUCTION
Social justice is concerned with human well-being. In
our view, well-being is best understood as involving
plural, irreducible dimensions, each of which represents something of independent moral significance.
From Madison Powers and Ruth Faden. Social Ju.rtice: The
Moral Fou/ldatio/ls (if Public Health alld Health Policy. New York:
Oxford University Press, 2006. Used by permission.

Although an exhaustive, mutually exclusive list of the
discrete elements of well-being is not our aim (and
may not be possible), we build our account around six
distinct dimensions of well-being, each of which merits
separate attention within a theory of justice. These different dimensions offer different lenses through which
the justice of political structures, social practices, and
institutions can be assessed.Without attention to each
dimension, something of salience goes unnoticed.

Not all dimensions of human well-being are centrally important within a theory of social justice. Some
aspectsof human well-being are matters of great importance to particular individuals because they are central
to their specific goals and personal aspirations. Social
justice, by contrast, is concerned with only those dimensions of well-being that are of special moral urgency
becausethey matter centrally to everyone, whatever the
particular life plans and aims each has.
Our theory does not require or suppose that a threshold level of each dimension of well-being identified by
our theory of social justice is a necessary condition for
a decent life. Indeed, for many of us, even this is not
the case. However, we do claim that to the extent that
a human life is seriously deficient in one or more of
these dimensions, it is likely that an individual is not
experiencing a sufficient level of well-being. ...

ESSENTIAL DIMENSIONS OF WELL-BEING
Our list contains six core dimensions:health,personalsecurity,reasoning,respect,attachment,andselfdetermination.While we do not doubt that there are
other theoreticallyappealingways to specifythe contents of the list, we think that the one we proposerepresents a useful set of criteria for illuminating the
requirementsof justice within public healthand health
policy and beyond. The discussionunder eachheading below elaboratesour rationale for the inclusion of
eachas a separatecategory.
HEALTH

There are perhaps as many accounts of the concept of
health as there are cultural traditions and healing professions. ...[W]e
work with what is essentially an
ordinary-language understanding of physical and
mental health that is intended to capture the dimension
of human flourishing that is frequently expressed
through the biological or organic functioning of the
body. ...[T]he absence of health refers to more than
biological malfunctioning or impairments to some
functional ability such as mobility, sight, or hearing.
Being in pain, even if that pain does not impede proper
biological functioning, is also incompatible with health.
So, too, are sexual dysfunction and infertility. Health,
so understood, thus reflects a moral concern with the
rich and diverse set of considerations characteristic of
public health and clinical medicine, including premature mortality and preventable morbidity, malnutrition,
pain, loss of mobility, mental health, the biological
basis of behavior, reproduction (and its control), and
sexual functioning. ...
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Our approach to health. ..is quite different from
the World Health Organization definition, which views
health as a state of physical, mental, and social wellbeing (World Health Organization 1946). The problem with this otherwise noble aspiration is that it
conftates virtually all elements of human development
under a single rubric and thereby makes almost any
deficit of well-being into a health deficit. ...
Although health as a dimension of well-being is
offered as the primary moral foundation for public
health and health policy, there is no reason to suppose
that every policy decision that bears on public health
or medical care rests on the single moral foundation
of health any more than any other intellectual discipline, profession, or social institution necessarily rests
on a single moral foundation. For example, policies
against female genital mutilation rest on concerns for
health, the physical and psychological inviolability
encompassed by the dimension we label as personal
security, and self-determination. In this case,the moral
foundation in justice for the policies draws upon three
dimensions of well-being, none of which is reducible
to the others. Each signals a separate kind of injustice
produced through the mutilation.
The moral justification for health policies involving the distribution of medical services may depend
as much on dimensions of well-being other than health
as on health itself. For example, ...society's obligation to ensure universal access to medical care rests
not only on the effects of access on health but also on
what justice requires with regard to what is necessary
for being respected as a moral equal. ...Accordingly,
we argue that the concerns of any plausible theory of
justice are multiple, and this plurality of concerns
informs answers to questions about what justice in
health policy requires.
In addition, the six general dimensions, which we
put forward as a way of capturing and classifying the
moral territory of social justice, are no substitute for
more finely grained accounting of the many moral
aspects within each dimension. This is perhaps particularly true of health, our primary concern, since
policy makers often need to evaluate the justice of
trade-offs among the various aspects of health. ...
PERSONAL SECURITY

Many injustices involve hanns to one's health, but they
also involve so much more that is not reducible to the
effect on health alone. Some injustices that involve
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harms to health involve different, additionally salient
harms to other dimensions of well-being. For example,
an arm broken in an unsafe workplace differs from an
arm broken while being tortured. Criminal acts such as
rape or battery do more than harm the body. Assault
(placing another in fear of imminent bodily harm) and
intimidation are invasions of personal security. even
when they do not eventuate in bodily injury or pain. It
is arguably extremely difficult if not impossible to live
a decent life if one is in constant fear of physical or
psychological abuse.Experiencing such abuseis surely
a setback to well-being, regardless of who we are or
what values we might otherwise have. Violations such
as rape, assault,and torture are of concem to the public
health community because of their impact on health,
but even more so they are the objects of concern for
those persons and institutions having a special focus on
human rights abuses. domestic violence, crime, war,
and terrorism. ...
REASONING

Reasoningis the name givento a broad setof diverse
skills and abilities, including those classified within
philosophical discussions since Aristotle under the
headingsof practical and theoreticalreason....
Theoretical reasoning abilities include the basic
intellectualskills andhabitsof mind necessaryfor persons to understand the natural world. Such skills
include analytical ability, imagination,the ability to
form beliefsbasedon evidence,the ability to reflecton
whatcounts asrelevantevidencefor thosebeliefs,and
the ability to weigh the probativevalueof each....
The nature and degree of theoretical reasoning
skills and abilities needed,of course,vary in historical contexts.Literacy and numeracyare vital in complex industrialand postindustrialsocietiesandperhaps
less so in primitive agrarian or hunter-gatherersocieties. Nonetheless,humansneedsomelevel of ability
to reasondeductivelyand inductively. They needthe
ability to makelogical connectionsand detectlogical
errors; to measure,count, and perform other mathematical computations; to communicate effectively
with others in a culture; and to make causalinferences.Like the other categoriesof well-being on our
list. without them. whateverotherdimensionsof wellbeing we may have.we lack somethingcrucial to our
ability to function. ...
Certain kinds of health states are necessaryfor
reasoning. but they are not sufficient. What further

distinguishes reasoning abilities from healthy functioning of the brain is that the former also require an
understanding of the world that must be learned.
What is learned in the first few years of life has a
profound affect on our abilities to reason across the
life span. In part. the impact of learning in early childhood is mediated through the brain. whose continued
development throughout childhood is influenced by
environmental learning. Thus, reasoning abilities are
affected not only by physical well-being during childhood but also by characteristics of the social world in
which childhood is experienced. ...
RESPECT

JohnRawls andmanyothersof widely differing philosophical emphasesargue that respectis an essential
element of human flourishing and that it is a proper
concernof justice (Rawls 1971; Sen1992; Nussbaum
2000;J. Cohen1989;Anderson1999).Therearemany
ways of putting the point, and not all highlight precisely the same set of considerations.At minimum,
respectfor othersinvolvestreatmentof others asdignified moral beingsdeservingof equalmoral concern.
Respectfor othersrequiresan ability to seeothersas
independentsourcesof moral worth and dignity and
to view others as appropriateobjects of sympathetic
identification.
Respectfor othersis closely linked to self-respect
as well. A capacity for self-respectinvolves an individual's capacityto seeoneselfas the moral equal of
othersand as an independentsourceof moral claims
basedon one's own dignity andworth.
Respectthen mattersto humanwell-being in two
relatedways. A life lacking in the respectof othersis
seriouslydeficientin somethingcrucial to well-being.
So, too, is a life lacking self-respect....
ATTACHMENT

The formation of bondsof attachmentis one of the
most central dimensionsof human well-being. Such
bonds include both friendshipand love in their most
intimate expressions,as well as a senseof solidarity
or fellow-feeling with others within one's community. As the philosopherMartha Nussbaumobserves
(with referenceto what shelabels "affiliation"), such
bonds matter for reasons of both friendship and
justice. ...
Empirical evidencesuggeststhere is a tight link
between the ability to form bonds of attachment
betweenchildren and parentsand between children
and others known as "authoritative communities"

which are charged with the transmissionof social
values.When theseattachmentsfail to take hold, the
result is a lack of social connectedness
that is exhibited in conduct disorders, lack of self-restraint,and
antisociallevelsof aggressiveness.
...[R]espect alone
is arguablylacking in the emotionaldepththat comes
with a more robust attunementto the deepestneeds
and longings of others.Attachmentis thusessentialto
justice in the same way that respectand reasoning
ability are. ...
SELF-DETERMINATION

The value of self-determination,the linchpin of liberal political theory,is a broad and encompassingcategory of human good. It is widely endorsedin many
moral and political systems,evenamong those who
complain that in specific cultures or concrete cases
too much concern is placed on individual choices.
The value of self-determinationunderlies many accounts of the importance of political liberty, and as
we shallclaim, it is a foundationfor otherconclusions
about what a just social structurerequires....
Imagine a life in which the other essentialdimensions of well-being are present.A personis healthy,
has strongbonds of attachment,is self-respectingand
enjoys the respectof others, is securein his person,
and has developedcapacitiesfor reasoning.However,
from his earliestyears onward,this personhas been
told what his path in life will be. All the elementsof
his life have beendeterminedfor him, including how
much and what kind of schoolinghe will have, how
he will make a living, with whom he will be friends,
where he will live, whetherhe will have children and
how, and so on. Although his life in many ways goes
well, he has beendeniedany opportunityto shapeits
contours throughhis own choicesand thus has been
denied the chance to make something of his life
throughhis own efforts. Sucha life would be rich in
all other respects but seriously lacking in what is
required for a decentlife. ...
The successfulexerciseof self-determination,like
the successful navigation of the helmsman, will
dependalso on the favorablecircumstancesin which
otherdimensionsof well-being,health,personalsecurity, attachment,respectand the exercise of reason,
are presentin sufficient quantity. ...[E]ach dimension is suchthat a life substantiallylacking in anyone
of theseis a life seriouslydeficient in what it is reasonablefor anyoneto want, whateverelse they want.
Eachis thus a separateindicatorof a decentlife which
it is the job of justice to facilitate. ...
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CAPABILITIES, FUNCTIONING,
AND WELL-BEING
Our theory of justice has many affinities with and
owes a considerableintellectual debt to capabilities
theories as developedby Amartya Sen and Martha
Nussbaum. However, for a variety of reasons we
prefer a somewhatdifferent terminology and reach
some considerablydifferent conclusions about how
best to characterizethe central interests in human
well-being. ...
There is a crucial ambiguity betweenfunctioning
and capability thathasled to somemeasureof confusion. For many of the dimensionsof well-being on
our list, a central concern is for certain desirable
states-being secure in our person, being healthy,
being respected,and being a self-determiningperson.
It is a stretchof languageto describethemall asfunctionings, for example,in the caseof health. ...We
think it is betterto simply note that there are distinct
dimensionsof well-being and that, for eachdimension,a part of its valuelies in whatstatesareachieved
and anotherpart often consists in our active role in
bringing the statesabout....
Sen elsewherenotes that "the central feature of
well-being is the ability to achievevaluablefunctionings" (Sen 1985,200). Martha Nussbaumalso endorsesthis general conclusion,noting that the state
(the city-state in Aristotle's theory) "aims at enabling
peopleto live well" and that the "goal is a certainsort
of capability-the capabilityto function well if one so
chooses"(Nussbaum1988,160).
We think that evenfor adults,thesegeneralizations
are unwarranted,at least for the dimensionsof wellbeing we take to be centralto justice. Evenfor adults,
our active participation in bringing about our own
well-being is not definitive of our well-being. Wellbeing consistsof being in some state or condition,
suchas being healthy,being respected,or leading a
self-determining life. Being healthy matters to our
well-beingwhetheror not that stateis achievedby our
action or by the action, say, of governmentalbodies
that securefor us potablewater....
(T]he reasonthat our theory attendsto the various
elementsof the socialstructurecausallyrelatedto the
developmentand preservationof each dimensionof
well-being is that such information is relevant to
answeringquestionsaboutwhich inequalitiesare most
urgent to address.Consider two illustrative examples of when inequalities instrumentally relevantto~
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well-being may be more urgent. One caseinvolves
circumstancesin which the combined effect of two
social determinantsis a magnificationof the adverse
effects on a dimensionof well-being.Neighborhoods
or countries lacking proper sanitation,coupled with
lack of basic primary preventivecare, including the
necessaryimmunizations,can increaseboth the probability and severityof communicablediseasesamong
a population....
Overlappingsocialdeterminantsaffecting a particular dimensionof well-being, therefore,raisematters
of specialmoral urgencywhenthey form a constellation of inequalities that systematicallymagnify and
reinforce the initial adverseeffects....
The simplestexampleof clustersof effects flowing from a single social determinantinvolves institutions and social conventionsdesignedprimarily to
affect one dimensionof well-being, but which simultaneously have profound and pervasive effects on
other dimensions of well-being as well. For example, the effect upon health alone is not the sole criterion on our view for evaluating the justice and
injustice of a health care system or public health
policy. That such systems or policies result in substandardhealth for someis a major ground for moral
concern, but so too is the impact of those systems
and policies on capacities for respect for self and
others, self-determination, and the ability to form
bonds of attachment....In theseinstances,clusters
of effects are produced in tandemas a direct result
of the design and structure of a catalytic social
determinant affecting multiple dimensionsof wellbeing simultaneously....
The point is thatjustice, in a well-being sufficiency
theory, can be achievedunder suchconditions either
by lesseningthe differencesin wealthand income or
by lessening what can be done with wealth and
income, for example, with regard to such things as
financing political campaigns and causes, buying
organs for transplant, and gaining entranceto elite
educational institutions. If, however,circumstances
are such that wealth inevitably determineshow each
personfares with respectto the social basisof some
dimensionsof well-being, thendifferentials in wealth
and incomeare unjustbecausethey causesometo fall
below levels of sufficiency for multiple dimensionsof
well-being. ...
There are notable examples from the social science literature on the way educationaldeficits and

poor health display this pattern of cascading and
interactive effects. Deprivations of reasoning abilities cannot help but spillover and causeor reinforce
deprivations in health. Equally consequentialfor the
prospects of developing one's reasoning capacities
are deprivations in health. ...[T]he
approach
described here is an interactive model, not simply a
linear model in which one single causal sequence
all the way down the line is assumed.The development of each dimensionof well-being provides both
opportunities for and constraints on the development of the other dimensions of well-being. Poor
health is not just addedto poor reasoningabilities.
Each can be made worse by the presence of the
other. Poor education not only leads to the underdevelopmentof reasoningcapacities but also plays
a further, well-documentedrole in producing poor
health. Not only does lack of accessto health care
for children undermine children's health, but the
conventional public acceptanceof their widespread
exclusion from accessto care also can adversely
affect capacities for respectand affiliation for both
parents and children.
There are thus instancesin which socialstructures
can compoundthe adverseeffectson well-being in all
its dimensionsand mutuallyreinforce the probability
of their production.A cascadeof deprivationsgreater
in their magnitudethan eachwould have beenin isolation is set in motion. Inequalities in such social
structures are among those most urgent to address.
Theythus warranta heightenedlevel of moral scrutiny
on our theory.
The phenomenonof interactive and cascading
effects has someinterestingimplications for how we
answerquestions about which inequalities are most
urgentto address....Justice demandsattentionto all
the dimensionsof well-being. But the cascadingand
interactive causal modeladdsa twist to this logic. In
somecases,it is conceivablethat sufficiencyof some
dimensions of well-being (e.g., health) may be promoted bestby attentionto otherdimensions(e.g.,reasoning development). In such cases,the answer to
which inequalitiesare most urgentto addressmay be
that we should give priority to addressinginequalities
in those social determinantsin which the potential
adverseeffects on moredimensionsof well-being are
at stake. No simple algorithm is possible,but some
additional moral guidancefor public policy arisesout
of an awarenessof how the various dimensions of
well-being and the socialdeterminantsaffecting them
can interact....

DENSELY WOVEN, SYSTEMATIC PA1TERNS
OF DISADVANTAGE
...In many cases, however, the inequalities that arise
are not simply the consequence of unrelated instances
of bad luck; they are predictable consequences of
some forms of social organization that are within the
power of human agency to alter. Some are likely to
miss every train as a consequence of the way basic
social structure is arranged. ...The causes and effects
in such situations are structural and systematic: they
are artifacts of the interactive workings of the overall
social structure, and the pattern of advantages and disadvantages that emerge are often the consequencesof
activities of numerous overlapping institutions, social
practices, and individuals. ...
One source of disadvantage, such as inequality of
economic resources, can create and exacerbate deficiencies in several, if not all, dimensions of wellbeing. Adverse effects on any dimension of well-being
can have spillover effects on other dimensions of wellbeing and set a cascading and interactive causal chain
in motion. Poor reasoning development can contribute
to poor health and vice versa. Well-being deficiencies
of one sort can fuel inequalities in the social basis of
other dimensions of well-being. ...
One prominent form of systemic disadvantage is
variously labeled as oppression, group domination, or
subordination. Whatever the label, this particular pattern of systematic disadvantageis linked to group membership. Perhaps the most acute and most visibly
manifested instances of that phenomenon are exhibited
in racism, sexism, and ethnic conflict. Such patterns
typically involve (a) lesser respect accorded to some
persons because they are members of an identifiable
group; (b) which often translates into lower respect for
self and a reduced senseof personal efficacy and capacity for self -detennination among members of the lower
status group; and (c) members of higher status groups
benefit (or believe they benefit) from a social arrangement in which members of subordinated groups are
held in lower regard (Cudd 1994; Young 1990).
Domination or oppression based on shared characteristics of a group have some features in common
with other forms of systematic disadvantage. Wealth,
power, and opportunities may be concentrated in the
hands of a few. Domination can take many forms,
including political dominance, cultural dominance,
intellectual dominance, market dominance, or any
number of other ways in which the life prospects of
some are profoundly diminished, often by virtue of
the better life prospects of others within a society. ...
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Our life coursemodelreflectsthe notion that much
of the way our prospects are dominated by social
structuralconditionsis not simply a matterof lack of
more or betterchoices,but of constraintsthatguaranteediminishedfutures from an early age.Dimensions
of well-being, therefore, are not reducible to what
mature,autonomous,
self-interestedadultscanchoose;
they refer also to the underlying unchosenconditions
that determine the extent to which we are able to
flourish. ...
[W]e find much affinity with Hume's observations
on justice. As we see it, the job of justice in its most
pressing role demands a permanent vigilance and
attention to social and economic determinantsthat
compoundand reinforce insufficiencies in a number
of dimensionsof well-being. For the most part, their
importanceis tied to a careful empirical appraisalof
social institutions as a whole and their potential for
profound and pervasiveeffects on those dimensions
of well-being.What may be requiredby our approach
is, therefore, dependenton contingent and shifting
constellations of human vulnerabilities rising and
falling in significanceunderparticular forms of social
organization....
PUBLIC HEALTH, THE NEGATIVE POINT OF
JUSTICE, AND SYSTEMATIC DISADVANTAGE
...[I]nequalities
in health that are a part of such
systematic patterns of disadvantage are the inequalities that are most morally urgent to address. Justice
here demands aggressive public health intervention
to document and help remedy existing patterns of
systematic disadvantage and their detrimental consequences
One important implication

of our theory is that

whether any particular inequality in health is among
those most morally pressing to address requires consideration of both how the people affected are faring
with respect to the rest of their lives as well as how
any public health interventions interact with other
dimensions of well-being.
Disadvantaged Social Groups: Disparities in health
statistics take on different moral meaning when those
disparities identify differences between socially dominant groups and socially disadvantaged groups. ...
[P]attems of systematic disadvantage linked to group
membership are among the most invidious, thorough
going, and difficult to escape. They generally engage
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all the dimensions of well-being, but perhaps most
centrally the dimension of respect. Group membership becomes sufficient reason for failing to treat
people as dignified human beings worthy of equal
moral concern. ...
One critical moral function of public health as we
see it is to monitor the health of those who are experiencing systematic disadvantage as a function of group
membership, to be vigilant for evidence of inequalities
relative to those in privileged social groups,and to intervene to reduce these inequalities insofar aspossible....
One of the most compelling recent examples of
work in public health on behalf of an oppressed group
involved documentation of the disastrous impact of
the Taliban rule on the health of women. Research
conducted by the group Physicians for Human Rights
provides powerful evidence that the denial of basic
human rights to women resulted not only in horrible
injustices with regard to respect, affiliation, and personal security, but also with regard to health (Rasekh
et al. 1998). It is not necessary, however, to point to
the horror of the Taliban regime to find examples of
public health research documenting the impact of
oppression of women upon their health. In the developing world, as well as in some communities in the
United States, the vulnerability of women to HIV is
attributed in large measure to women's lack of political and social status and their dependence on men
(Gollub 1999; Sanders-Phillips 2002; Buseh et al.
2002; Wyohannes 1996). Public health research has
also helped direct the world's attention to the impact
of violence against women on women's health (Pan
American Health Organization 2003), as well as to
the enormous health problems of many indigenous
peoples (Pande and Yazbeck 2003; Wiseman and Jan
2000; Roubideaux 2002).
In American public health, much attention has
been paid to disparities in health between white
Americans and nonwhite Americans, particularly
African Americans, Native Americans, and Hispanics.
The implicit assumption, which we believe to be correct. is that these disparities are of particular moral
concern. ...[F]rom
the standpoint of our theory of
social justice, it is not necessary to establish a direct
causal connection between specific health disparities
and specific acts of injustice, such as overt discrimination in access to advanced medical technology or
primary health care. to hold that these inequalities are
of significant moral urgency. Nor are we arguing that

addressing these inequalities is of significant moral
urgency as a matter of compensation for some kind of
"trans-generational debt" (Loury 2002; 2003. 337).
Rather, we maintain, in line with the work of Glenn
Loury. that social and cultural factors that have historical roots but that remain persistent have resulted in
continuing disparities in human development and flourishing. Combating overt racism and racial discrimination, although important to root out where they exist,
is not sufficient to addressing this gap in well-being.
Thus, for us, a different kind of causal story is required,
a causal story about how a disadvantaged group's staying in relatively poorer health continues to contribute
to decreased well-being overall. ...
Poverty and Disadvantage: ...[I]nequalities
in
well-being associated with severepoverty are inequalities of particular moral urgency. Those who have a
proportionately tiny share of available economic resources are worse off, not simply by virtue of having a
much reduced standard of living, but in having disproportionately little influence on public affairs and in the
marketplace, all of which translates into their having
little control over their own lives. ...[S]ystematic
patterns of disadvantage that flow from dramatic differences in material resourcesproduce a cluster of deficiencies in well-being that makes it extremely unlikely
that individuals can improve their life prospects through
their own efforts. ...
With regard to the dimension of health, perhaps the
starkest indicator of the inability of all to walk the
same path is found in differentials in life expectancy.
Here, we live in a world of radical inequality (Pogge
1998). Despite significant improvements in life expectancy in low-income countries since 1960 (Jha
et al. 2002), there is currently as much as a forty-year
differential in average life expectancy between those
who live in major industrial countries and those who
live in southern Africa. Even if mortality in early
childhood is not considered (a topic we will address
shortly), in 2000, the average fifteen-year-old boy
living in the United States can expect to live well into
his seventies, if not beyond, while the average fifteenyear-old boy living in Uganda will be lucky to reach
his fiftieth birthday. With life prospects, indeed the
very prospect of living at all. so radically different. it
is hard to conceive of 'these two youths as in any
respect walking the same path. The magnitude of this
source of extraordinary injustice cannot be overstated.
It is estimated that each year asmany astwenty million
people in severe poverty in the developing world die

young,by the standardsof the rest of the world, from
malnutrition and diseasesthat can be inexpensively
preventedor treated....
Children: ...As a developmentalmatter,unless
children experiencea stateof sufficientwell-being in
their young years,their capabilitiesas adults,and thus
what they will be able to do with their lives, will be
compromised. We are concerned about the actual
health,reasoningabilities,and attachmentof children,
in part becausethese dimensionsof well-being will
develop properly, if at all, only if they are nurtured
and securedin appropriatedevelopmentalstages....
Perhapsthe most obvious way in which compromised health in childhood foreclosesoptions in adulthood is through child mortality. Despite significant
reductions in child mortality in the 1980sand early
1990s,in 2003 more than 10 million children under
the age of five years died (Gillespie et al. 2003).
Almost all of thesechildrenlived in low-incomecountries or in poor communities in middle-incomecountries. Most of thesedeathscould have beenprevented
by interventionsthat in 2003 were available,reasonably cheap,and in widespreaduse(Joneset al. 2003).
By any plausible account of social justice, and certainly by our own, thesedeathsconstituteinjusticesof
the gravestsort (Victora et al. 2003). Diarrhea,pneumonia, and malaria-the principal killers of young
children,abettedby undernutrition-are all eminently
treatableor preventableconditions.Among the world's
poorest,many children neversurvive long enoughfor
us to even begin to speak meaningfully about their
capabilities,well-being, or flourishing. ...
PUBLIC HEALTH, THE POSmVE POINT OF
JUSnCE, AND HEALTH INEQUALITIES
As we see it, the job of justice in its most pressing role
looks first to conditions of the most profound disadvantage. Justice's first concern requires permanent vigilance and attention to determinants that compound and
reinforce insufficiencies across multiple dimensions of
well-being in ways that make it difficult if not impossible to escape.Although our theory thus concentrates
the attention of public health on those gaps in wellbeing that are the most urgent, there is a positive as
well as a negative point to our theory, one that sets
aspirations for achieving a sufficient level of well-being
in all of its essential dimensions for everyone. For the
dimension of health. it is not possible to specify with
precision what sufficiency requires. nor is it possible to
establish precise numerical targets. At an outer bound,
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sufficiency can be pegged to what is technologically
feasible with regard to both length and health-related
quality of life. The World Health Organization's Burden
of Diseaseprojects, for example, use the world's longest
life expectancy,that of the Japanese,as the benchmark
for measuring health burdens internationally. A less
demanding account of sufficiency would require that
each of us have enough health over a long enough life
span to live a decent life. ...
Note that all of our judgments about the relative
urgency of inequalities in health and their relationship to the negative and positive points of justice,
reflect not only the particular commitments of our
theory but also the empirical particulars in which
these inequalities occur. As relevant features of the
world change, so too do the implications for justice
and public health. While the positive aspiration of
public health-to strive for all lives that are healthy
and long-remains a constant, what it is possible to
obtain in terms of health is ever changing. So too are
the concrete demands of the negative aim of our
theory for public health. Here also the moral job of
public health remains constant: to document and help
remedy existing patterns of disadvantage and their
detrimental effects and to ensure that children achieve
sufficient levels of health so that well-being in adulthood is possible. However, as patterns of social organization and systematic disadvantage alter and the
greatest threats to health sufficiency and other dimensions of well-being shift, the specific moral priorities
for public health also will shift. And that is as it
should be.
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